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Abstract - In numerous mechanical Industries hardware is on the top or spot the floor savvy. For overabundance reason steps are utilized. Be that as it may, for steps more space is required. For space sparing, there is ill-advised structure of steps and it is extremely perilous for laborers to work there. Because of such steps odds of mishaps or increments. To conquer space issue this venture manages minimal plan of steps. Because of reduced plan space usage is less and because of legitimate structure, there are less odds of mishaps. The steps work on scissor system by pneumatic which is more secure than water powered activity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

What is Foldable Staircase system: The requirement for versatile and reusable structures that are portrayed by quick and simple erection strategies has existed for a significant stretch. the deployable structures were tested as right on time as the nineteenth century by Sarrus, Bricard, and in the mid twentieth century by Bennettet al. Deployable structures were broadly overviewed and used in space structures with the expanding needs of complex space missions in 1970s. Deployable structures comprise of units, which are made out of sets of bars associated at joint that permits a reduced and sent setup. These structures can be put away in a reduced setup and are intended to venture into stable structures equipped for conveying loads after sending. One of the most significant foldable/deployable structures utilized in building is the scissor-connect structure. a scissor-like component (SLE) has a couple of equivalent length bars associated with one another at a middle of the road point with a revolute joint.

1.1 Objective AIM

To design and fabricate the prototype of foldable staircase mechanism. To create extra new feature, creative and innovative design. Also due to foldable staircase we get more storage space which is very useful in industries. Foldable staircase is requires less space, material & time to build. Sample Preparation and Testing Load bearing capacity is 150 kg.

1.2 Components

The different components are as follows:

- Vertical Link
- Horizontal Link
- Slider
- Connecting Rod
- Crank
- Air Compressor

2. Material Specifications

We Are Using the Mild steel. Because, corrosion resistance, excellent drawing, forming, and spinning properties, Density of MS is 7.86 g/cm³, Melting Point of MS is 1350°C to 1530°C, non-magnetic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Content (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iron, Fe</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon, c</td>
<td>0.05-0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese, Mn</td>
<td>0.7-0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel, Ni</td>
<td>3.50-5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon, Si</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Mechanism of Foldable Stair

The foldable step component comprises of connections masterminded in vertical and even way that make up the step like course of action. These connections are associated with one another utilizing revolute joints. The wrench in the wrench and slider instrument, which pulls the whole arrangement of connections up or down makes the step like course of action. This wrench likewise acts like an info interface for the four-bar system. This collapsing and unfurling of the step take after the scissor like structure. The wrench is associated with the interfacing bar through a revolute joint, which moves because of the incitement of the slider. The slider moves straightly because of the interpreter movement displayed by the direct actuator. The development of the instrument is as appeared in Fig Two, these arrangements of this planar system are set corresponding to one another at a counterbalance separation. The even connections in the two sets are associated together by utilizing a bar over which the foot of the client is put.
3.1 Basic Construction

1) Vertical connections: the vertical connections are associated with the even connections at a few focuses. It is utilized to overlay or discharge the level connections when it is incited by the wrench. They choose the tallness of each progression in the step.

2) Horizontal connections: they are associated with the vertical connections at a few focuses through a revolute joint. It is utilized to give a stage where the foot of the client can be kept. It chooses the length of each progression in the step.

3) Slider: The slider is utilized to incite the system because of its direct movement. It moves because of its connection to the pole of the twofold acting chamber toward one side. The opposite end is joined to the interfacing pole through a revolute joint.

4) Connecting pole: it is associated with the slider through a revolute joint toward one side and the opposite end is associated with the wrench and coupler of the four-bar instrument through a revolute joint. The interfacing bar is used to move the straight movement of the slider to the rotating movement of the wrench. By changing its length, the direct power required for incitation and the straight separation to be moved by the slider shifts which is concentrated in detail in this paper.

5) Crank: The wrench is utilized to move the movement from the interfacing bar to the coupler. At the point when it turns, the movement is moved to the level connection (coupler of the four-bar system) which further reason

6) Air Compressor: An air blower is a gadget that changes over force (utilizing an electric engine, diesel or fuel motor, and so on.) into potential vitality put away in pressurized air (i.e., compacted air). By one of a few strategies, an air blower powers increasingly more air into a capacity tank, expanding the weight.

3.2 Methodology of Working

The slider moves directly (X hub) and pulls the interfacing pole in reverse. The associating bar thus turns the wrench and simultaneously pulls the coupler of the four bar system forward. The coupler thusly pulls the vertical connections which thus pulls the even connections upward. This makes the step to be in the collapsed position. At the point when the step should be unfurled, the slider moves along the +X hub which pushes the interfacing pole forward. This pivots the wrench which thus pushes the coupler forward. This makes the vertical connections move in this manner unfurling the step.

4. CALCULATION

1. Assume, UDL act on stair,
Max Load bearing capacity = 150 kg

Take one step, 1m = 100 cm

\[ ? = \frac{45.72}{100} = 0.4572 \text{m} \]  ...1

\[ 150 \text{kg} = 1.471 \text{KN} \]

\[ 1 \text{Kg} = 0.009807 \text{KN} \]

\[ 150 \text{Kg} = ? \]

\[ = 1.47105 \text{KN} \]  ...2

From ...1 & ...2 make UDL act on one step

\[ \text{Fig (A)} \]

Convert UDL to point load
\[ 1.47105 \text{KN/m} \times 0.4572 \text{m} \]
\[ = 0.67256 \text{KN} \]

From fig. A convert UDL to point load in fig. B

\[ \text{RA} \hspace{1cm} 0.67256 \text{KN} \hspace{1cm} \text{RC} \]

\[ \text{RA} \]

\[ 1.47105 \text{KN/m} \]

\[ 0.4572 \text{m} \]

\[ 0.01757 \text{KNm}^2 \]

\[ \text{Fig (A)} \]
Take M@A,
\[ R_c \times 0.4572 = 0.67256 \times 0.2286 \]
Therefore, \( R_c = 0.33628 \text{KN} \)

Take M@C,
\[ R_A \times 0.4572 = 0.67256 \times 0.2286 \]
Therefore, \( R_A = 0.33628 \text{KN} \)

Vertical equilibrium,
\[ R_A + R_C = 0.33628 + 0.33628 = 0.67256 \text{KN} \]

4.1 Shear Force Diagram

\[ V = \frac{wl}{2} = \frac{0.67256 \times 0.4572}{2} = 0.15374 \text{Nm} \]

4.2 Bending Moment Diagram

\[ M_{max} = \frac{wl^2}{8} = \frac{0.67256 \times (0.4572)^2}{8} = 0.01757 \text{KNm}^2 \]

This is load calculation for one step.

4.3 stair angle

side view of stair FBD

Length of vertical link = 6inch
Width of one step = 8inch
From stair angle formula
\[ \tan \theta = \frac{\text{vertical link}}{\text{width of step}} \]
\[ \theta = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{6\text{"}}{8\text{"}}\right) = 36.86^\circ \]

5. Images

Fig -2: Wireframe design

Fig -3: Frame
6. Conclusion

Along these lines, in this undertaking work, a foldable step instrument activated directly is structured and talked about in detail. There are two such arrangements of component put at a counterbalance good ways from one another. The level connections in the two sets are associated together utilizing a bar over which the foot of the client can be kept. The length of the interfacing bar in the wrench and slider component puts a significant job in choosing the power required for activation and stroke length required. Along these lines, ten unique lengths of interfacing pole are considered and the power required and stroke lengths required for activation were examined. The instrument was displayed and reproduced to check it's working. To make extra new element, inventive and imaginative plan. Likewise because of foldable flight of stairs we get more extra room which is helpful in businesses and House. Foldable flight of stairs is requires less space, material and time to construct. This Staircase is adaptable to utilize.
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